Hooray Tech:

with UPS® eFulfillment

With a need to reach more consumers while keeping
their customer promise of fast and free shipping,
Hooray Tech was looking for a complete revamp of
their fulfillment strategy. Hooray Tech is a U.S.-based
consumer electronics retailer headquartered in
Camarillo, California. They sell their electronics on both
their website and multiple online marketplaces to
reach consumers across the U.S. and abroad. By fulfilling
orders through these multiple channels, Hooray Tech
was having a hard time managing their inventory while
keeping their overall costs low.
As a region Seller Fulfilled Prime customer, Hooray Tech
had difficulty aligning with Amazon’s Prime policies
and meeting both vendor and customer expectations.
Hooray Tech was looking to increase their reach to
customers on both the east and west coast while still
being able to offer fast and free delivery.
Hooray Tech needed a logistics provider who
could help:
• Provide better pricing on fulfillment and
returns services
• Expedite time in transit with a variety of
options to offer their customers
• Manage orders from multiple channels via one
online portal
• Optimize cost and efficiencies while rapidly
scaling for growth

“UPS has increased our Seller Fulfilled
Prime sales by 20-30% using UPS®
eFullfillment. We are now able to focus
on our core business without worrying
about inventory management.”
–– Chandler Qian, CEO and Founder, Hooray Tech

“The biggest challenge UPS helped me solve was
offering better reliability and quicker replenishment of
inventory for fast moving SKU’s,” said Chandler Qian,
CEO and Founder, Hooray Tech.
Utilizing UPS eFulfillment has led to increased orders
from the current customer base due to increased
customer satisfaction and higher ratings. UPS has also
allowed Hooray Tech to offer a friendlier returns
policy which in turn led to additional orders and
increased sales.
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Hooray Tech needed a logistics
provider who could help them
extend their customer’s Seller
Fulfilled Prime reach and save on
overall labor costs for their multichannel ecommerce fulfillment.

With easy onboarding, UPS’s
eFulfillment solution provided
Hooray Tech with better pricing
on fulfillment services and the
opportunity to expand the Seller
Fulfilled Prime Footprint while offering
consumers fast, free shipping1 across
the U.S. with optimized order routing.

With UPS’s help, Hooray was able
to reduce overall fulfillment costs
and increase Seller Fulfilled Prime
sales by 20-30%.

To learn more about Hooray Tech visit:
https://hooraytechs.com/
While UPS shipping services are subject to applicable service fees, some shippers may choose to absorb these costs and not charge their customers shipping fees.
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